
LEATHER BUSINESS PLANNERS ORGANIZERS

Manufacturer of Leather Business Planners - Leather Organizer, Leather Business Planner, Leather Meeting Organizer
and Leather Business Organizer offered.

Slimline Professional â€” Time Planner Simple, beautiful, functional: Our time planner made of high quality
leather. Simply well designed. Fits in Your Coat Pocket Our personal organizers are made in such a way that
they cannot get thicker and therefore will always fit perfectly in your coat pocket. With a sound infrastructure,
We offer a wide variety of high quality real and imitation leather products. These rods are the key to the entire
X47 system. Small and compact. We are backed by a team of professional experts in the field of leather goods
production, who constantly strive to create innovative products in leather, PU Leather and other fabrics. A
small wallet made of quality leather with pen. Thanks to X47's new technology, a new generation of personal
organizers now exists for everyday use. ONE can also be used as a supplement to the Organizer Professional
or as a diary. A coat pocket sized organizer with a comfortable amount of space. But we also have a collection
of extravagant types of leather like ostrich leather and eel leather, for example Elegant and Thin! You have the
power to choose from over different types of leather. Also ideal as a supplement to our weekly calendar. Ring
notebooks have the habit of getting thicker and thicker as more and more material tends to gather. Writable
Left Side Since our X47 Organizers don't have a clumsy ring mechanism, you can write comfortably on the
left side of pages too. Cleverly devised inserts offer you optimal time management options, all encompassed in
the highest quality leather with the best quality craftsmanship. The X47 Organizers, however, are made in
such a way that they cannot get thicker â€” precisely because they should not get thicker. With two or
maximum three spring-loaded rods, without pen or credit card pockets. Simply put, our products can be
described as personal organizers, appointment calendars and notebooks made of high-quality leather. For our
personal organizers, we generally use cow, goat or deer hide. The Right Description X47 products are unique
in form and design, making it fairly difficult to find one precise description for all of the individual X47
products. Possibly the smallest, functional time management system in the world.


